A-STATE PARKING

TOP 10 TIPS

1. Read the parking regulations online at AState.edu/Parking.

2. Display a current parking permit in the proper manner at all times.

3. Report a missing permit immediately to Parking Services.

4. Secure a temporary permit from Parking Services if current permit is unavailable.

5. Update any changes in primary vehicle information online through Parking eBiz.

6. Report any changes in resident/commuter status to Parking Services.

7. Avoid parking in unauthorized zones such as visitor*, fire lanes, service/delivery, etc.

8. Avoid parking in reserved or contract spaces.**

9. Pay all metered and garage parking during the hours posted.

10. Avoid relying on hearsay regarding the parking regulations.***

* Visitor parking is never an option for students and employees during the hours posted.

** Unauthorized vehicles parked in reserved or contract spaces will be towed.

*** The current version of the online parking regulations is the authoritative source for parking information.
Our mission is to deliver courteous, safe, and efficient parking services to the campus community and public.
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